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Abstract

We present a new stochastic service model with service capacity sharing and interruptions, meant to be useful

for the performance evaluation and dimensioning of wireless cellular networks offering real-time streaming, like e.g.

mobile TV. Our general model takes into account Markovian, multi-class process of call arrivals, arbitrary streaming

time distribution, and allows for a general service (outage) policy saying which users are temporarily denied the

service due to insufficient service capacity. Using Palm theory formalism, we develop expressions for several important

characteristics of this model, including mean time spent in outage and mean number of outage incidents for a typical

user of a given class. We also propose some natural class of least-effort-served-first service policies, for which the

aforementioned expressions can be efficiently evaluated on the basis of the Fourier analysis of Poisson process.

Last but not least, we show how our model can be used to analyse the quality of real-time streaming in 3GPP

Long Term Evolution (LTE) cellular networks. We identify and evaluate an optimal and a fair service policy, the latter

being suggested by LTE implementations, as well as propose some intermediate policies which allow to solve the

optimality/fairness trade-off caused by unequal user radio-channel conditions.

Index Terms

real-time streaming, mobile TV, LTE, outage times, interruptions, processor-sharing model, Poisson process.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless cellular networks offer nowadays possibility to watch TV on mobile devices, which is an example

of a real-time content streaming. This type of traffic demand is expected to increase significantly in future.

In order to cope with this process, network operators need to implement in their dimensioning tools efficient

methods allowing to predict the quality of this type of service, related in particular to the number and duration

of outage incidents — (hopefully short) periods when the network cannot deliver to a given user in real-time the

requested content (of the required quality). In this paper we propose a stochastic model allowing for efficient,
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analytic evaluation of these metrics of the real-time streaming. Besides the traffic demand, our model can be

specified to take into account all main characteristics of a given wireless cellular technology, as well as the

spatial distribution of the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) resulting from the network geometry

and the topography of its deployment area.

Our general model is a new stochastic service model with service capacity sharing and interruptions. It

comprises Markovian, multi-class process of call arrivals and their independent, arbitrarily distributed, sojourn

(streaming) times. These calls are served by a server whose service capacity is limited. Depending on numbers

of calls of different classes present in the system, the server may not be able to serve some classes of users.

If such a congestion occurs, these classes are temporarily denied the service, until the next call arrival or

departure, when the situation is reevaluated. These service denial periods, called outage periods, do not alter

the call sojourn times in the system. Our model allows for a very general service (outage) policy saying which

classes of users are temporarily denied the service due to insufficient service capacity.

Using the formalism of point processes and their Palm theory, often used in the modern approach to stochastic

networking [1], we evaluate the following key performance characteristics of the new service model: the intensity

of outage incidents, the mean inter-outage times and the outage durations of a given class, seen from the server

perspective, as well as the probability of outage at the arrival epoch, mean total time in outage and mean

number of outage incidents experienced by a typical user of a given class. The expressions developed for these

characteristics involve only stationary probabilities of the (free) traffic demand process, which in our case is a

vector of independent Poisson random variables. Recall that such a representation is possible e.g. for the well

known Erlang-B formula, giving the blocking probability in the classical (possibly multi-class) Erlang’s loss

model. Indeed, our model can be seen as an extension of the classical loss model, where the losses (i.e., service

denials) are not definitive for a given call, but only temporal — having the form of outage periods.

Of particular interest in the modeling of heterogeneous traffic service are the so-called multi-rate Erlang

resource constraints, where each user of a given class requires some given fixed fraction of the normalized

capacity of the server, making the simultaneous service of the whole configuration of users feasible if and only

if the total (sum) required capacity fraction is not larger than one. In the case of loss and processor sharing

models, this assumption has already proved to lead to efficient model evaluation methods, cf. e.g. Kaufman-

Roberts algorithm [2, 3]. Assuming these specific multi-rate Erlang resource constraints in our general model

with service interruptions has the following important consequences:

• It allows us to propose some natural parametric class of least-effort-served-first service policies, which

assign service to users in order of their increasing capacity demand, until the full capacity (possibly with

some margin) is reached. The capacity margin may be used to offer some “lower quality” service to users

temporarily in outage, thus realizing a trad-off between the optimality and fairness.

• For these policies, we use a method described in [4], based on the Bromwich contour inversion of the

Fourier transform, to evaluate very explicitly the general expressions for key performance characteristics

of the model, involving the stationary probabilities of the Poisson traffic demand process.

• Fundamental and practical limitations observed in the radio part of wireless cellular networks at the link

layer and the multiple access layer are related to the scarceness of resources, such as signal power, frequency

bandwidth, time and space. We show how these limitations can naturally be cast into the multi-rate Erlang
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resource constraint model. This let us propose a complete model, compliant with the 3GPP Long Term

Evolution (LTE) cellular network specification, allowing for the analytic evaluation of the performance of

the real-time streaming services.

• We use a multi-class model (with a multi-rate Erlang condition) not only for the representation of users

with different required streaming bit-rates or times, but primarily in order to represent users with different

radio channel conditions. This allows us to evaluate the quality of streaming in function of the user location

in the network characterized by the values of the SINR it experiences. This is very different from many

prior works, in which one studies population-averaged quality of service characteristics.

Let us now recollect a few related works on the performance evaluation of cellular networks. In early 80’s,

wireless cellular networks were carrying essentially voice calls, which require constant bit-rates (CBR) and are

subject to admission control policies with blocking (at the arrival epoch) to guarantee these rates for calls already

in service. An important amount of work has been done to propose efficient call admission conditions [5–7].

Policies with admission conditions in the multi-Erlang form have been considered e.g. in [8–10].

Progressively, cellular networks started carrying also calls with variable bit-rates (VBR), used to transmit data

files. The available resources are (fairly) shared between such calls and when the traffic demand increases, the

file transfer delays increase as well, but (in principle) no call is ever blocked. These delays may be evaluated

analytically using multi-rate Erlang resource constraint in conjunction with multi-class processor sharing models;

cf e.g. [10, 11].

Recently, users may access multimedia streaming services through their mobile devices [12]. They are

provided via CBR connections, essentially without admission control, but they tolerate temporary interruptions,

when network congestions occur. One may distinguish two types of streaming traffic. In real-time streaming (as

e.g. in mobile TV), considered in this paper, the portions of the streaming content emitted during the time when

the transmission to a given user is interrupted (is in outage) are definitely lost for him (unless a “secondary”,

lower-rate streaming is provided during these periods). In non-real-time streaming (like e.g., video-on-demand,

YouTube, Dailymotion, etc), a user starts playing back the requested multimedia content after some initial delay,

required to deliver and buffer on the user device some initial portion of it. If further transmission is interrupted

for some time making the user buffer content drop to zero (buffer starvation) then the play-back is stopped

until some new required portion of the content is delivered. Several papers study the effect of the variability

of the wireless channel on the performance of a single streaming call; see for e.g. [13], [14]. In [15] VBR

transmissions and real-time streaming are considered jointly in some analytical model, however the number and

duration of outage periods are not evaluated. In [16] the tradeoff between the start-up delay and the probability

of buffer starvation is analyzed in a Markovian queuing framework for non-real-time streaming.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our general model. General

analytical results are formulated and proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we show how the fundamental and

practical limitations observed in the radio part of wireless cellular networks can be cast into the multi-rate

Erlang resource constraint condition to be used with our general model. Finally, in Section 5 we present

some numerical results regarding the quality of real-time streaming, obtained using our model specified to be

compliant with the LTE cellular network specification.
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2 A STOCHASTIC SERVICE MODEL WITH CAPACITY SHARING AND INTERRUPTIONS

2.1 Traffic demand

Consider J ≥ 1 classes of users identified with calls. Classes of users/calls are characterized e.g. by different

requested streaming bit-rates, wireless channel conditions, mean streaming times. We assume that users of class

k ∈ {1, . . . , J} arrive in time according to a Poisson process Nk = {T k
n : n} with intensity λk > 0 and

stay in the system for independent requested streaming times W k
n having some general distribution with mean

1/µk < ∞. All the results presented in this paper do not depend on the particular choice of the streaming

time distributions. 1 Denote by Ñk = {(T k
n ,W

k
n ) : n} the process of arrival epochs and streaming times

(call durations) of users of class k. We assume that Ñk are independent across k = 1, . . . , J . Denote by

Xk(t) =
∑

n 1[Tk
n ,Tk

n+Wk
n )(t), with 1A(x) = 1 being the indicator function of set A, the number of users of

class k present in the system at time t and let X(t) = (X1(t), . . . , XJ(t)); we call it the (vector of) user

configuration at time t. The stationary distribution π of X(t) coincides with the distribution of the vector

(X1, . . . , XJ) of independent Poisson random variables with means E[Xk] := ρk = λk/µk, k = 1, 2, . . . , J .

We call ρk the traffic demand of class k.

Throughout the whole paper we adopt the usual convention for the numbering of the arrival epochs T k
0 ≤

0 < T k
1 . The same convention is used with respect to all point processes denoting some time epochs.

2.2 Resource constraints and outage policy

Users are supposed to be served by some (streaming) server for their whole sojourn times. The service

corresponds to downloading some given content from the server with the requested bit-rate. However, due

to limited service resources, for some configuration of users, service can be temporarily unavailable to some

classes of users. We will call such classes being in outage. This means they cannot be offered the requested

streaming bit-rate. 2 We assume that the users’ requested streaming times are not altered by the eventual

outages of their services. To be more specific, for class k = 1, . . . , J , let a subset of user configurations

Fk ⊂ N̄
J be given, where N̄ = {0, 1, . . .}, such that all Xk users of class k present in the configuration

X = (X1 . . . , Xk, . . . , XJ) are served if and only if X ∈ Fk and no user of class k is served if X 6∈ Fk.

We call Fk the k th class (service) feasibility set. (Particular choice of the feasibility sets in our model depends

on the technological aspect of the streaming and on the outage policy implemented at the streaming server.

Specific assumptions regarding streaming in wireless networks in will be considered in Section 4.)

Denote by πk = π(Fk) the probability that the stationary configuration of uses is in k th class feasibility set.

In what follows we will assume that no user departure can cause outage of any class of users i.e., switch a

given configuration from Fk to F ′

k = N̄
J \Fk. (However a user departure may make some class j switch from

F ′
j to Fj .)

Regarding outage policy, we assume that, upon each arrival or departure of a user, the system updates its

decision and, for any class k, it assigns the service to all users of class k if the updated configuration of users

is in Fk. All users of any class j for which the updated configuration is in F ′
j will be placed in outage (at

1. This property is often referred to in the queuing context as the insensitivity property.

2. In practice, during the outage the streaming bit-rate can drop to a lower value or to zero; cf Remark 3.6.
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least) until the next user arrival or departure. Consequently, X̃k(t) := Xk(t)1Fk
(X(t)) is the number of users

of class k not in outage at time t. Denote by X̃(t) = (X̃i(t), . . . , X̃J(t)) the configuration of users not in

outage at time t.

2.3 Performance metrics

In what follows we will be interested in the following characteristics of the model.

2.3.1 Virtual system metrics

During its time evolution, the user configuration X(t) alternates visits in the feasibility set Fk and its comple-

ment F ′

k, for each class k = 1, . . . , J . We are interested in the expected visit durations in theses sets as well as

the intensities (frequencies) of the alternations. More formally, for each given k = 1, . . . , J , we define the point

process Bk := {τkn : n} of exit epochs of X(t) from Fk; i.e., all epochs t such that
(

X(t−),X(t)
)

∈ Fk×F ′

k

(with the convention τk0 ≤ 0 < τk1 ). These are epochs when all users of class k present in the system (if any)

have their service interrupted.

Denote by σ′k
n := sup{t− τkn : X(s) ∈ F ′

k ∀s ∈ [τkn , t)} the duration of the n th visit of the process X(t)

in F ′

k and by σk
n := τkn+1 − τkn − σ′k

n the duration of the n th visit of the process X(t) in Fk. We define for

each class k = 1, . . . , J :

• The intensity of outage incidents of class k, i.e., the mean number of outage incidents of this class per

unit of time

Λk := lim
T→∞

1

T

∑

n

1[0,T )(τ
k
n) .

Obviously Λk is also the intensity of entrance to the k th class feasibility set Fk.

• The mean service time between two outage incidents of class k

σ̄k := lim
N→∞

1

N

N
∑

n=1

σk
n .

• The mean outage duration of class k

σ̄′

k := lim
N→∞

1

N

N
∑

n=1

σ′k
n .

Note that the above metrics characterize a “virtual” quality of the service, since some visits in Fk and F ′

k may

occur when there is no k th class user in the system (in the latter case the outage of this class is not experienced

by any user).

2.3.2 User metrics

We adopt now a user point of view on the system. We define for each class k = 1, . . . , J :

• The probability of outage at the arrival epoch for user of class k

Pk = lim
N→∞

1

N

N
∑

n=1

1F ′

k
(X(T k

n )) .

• The mean total time in outage of user of class k

Dk = lim
N→∞

1

N

N
∑

n=1

∫

[Tk
n ,Tk

n+Wk
n )

1F ′

k
(X(t)) dt .
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• The mean number of outage incidents experienced by user of class k after its arrival

Mk = lim
N→∞

1

N

N
∑

n=1

∑

m

1(Tk
n ,Tk

n+Wk
n )(τ

k
m) .

Note that eventual outage experienced at the arrival of a given user is not counted in Mk. The mean total

number of outage incidents (including possibly at the arrival epoch) is hence Pk +Mk.

3 MATHEMATICAL RESULTS

For a given class k = 1, . . . , J , denote by εk = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) ∈ N̄
J the unit vector having its k th component

equal to 1. Hence x+ εk represents adding one user of class k to the configuration of users x ∈ N̄
J . Denote

by P the probability under which {X(t) : t} is stationary and by E the corresponding expectation. Recall that

π{x ∈ ·} = P{X(t) ∈ ·} is the distribution of the stationary configuration of users X(t) (it corresponds to

independent Poisson variables of mean ρk).

3.1 General results

We present first results regarding the virtual system metrics. These results will be next used to evaluated the

user metrics.

Lemma 3.1: The intensity of outage incidents of class k is P-almost surely equal to

Λk =

J
∑

j=1

λjπ {x ∈ Fk,x+ εj ∈ F ′

k} k = 1, . . . , J.

Proof: Let N =
∑J

j=1 Nj be the point process counting the arrival times of users of all classes. By

independence, N is the Poisson point process of intensity λ =
∑J

j=1 λj . Then, by the ergodicity of the process

{X(t) : t} and the fact that the exists from Fk can take place only at some user arrival epoch we have by the

Campbell formula [cf. e.g. 1, Equation (1.2.19)3],

Λk = E

[

∫

[0,1)

1Fk×F ′

k
(X (t−) ,X (t))N (dt)

]

= λP0
N {X(0−) ∈ Fk,X(0) ∈ F ′

k} ,

where P
0
N designates the Palm probability associated to N (which is, roughly speaking, the conditional

probability given an arrival at time 0). By PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) property [cf. 1,

Equation (3.3.4)] the configuration of users X(0−) under P0
N has distribution π. Moreover, X(0) = X(0−)+εξ

where ξ ∈ {1, . . . , J} is under P
0
N independent of X(0−) and takes value j with probability λj/λ. This

completes the proof.

Lemma 3.2: The mean service time between two outage incidents and the mean outage duration of class k

are P-almost surely equal to, respectively,

σ̄k =
π (Fk)

Λk
, σ̄′

k :=
π(F ′

k)

Λk
k = 1, . . . , J,

where Λk is given in Lemma 3.1.

Proof: First we prove the expression for σ̄k. By ergodicity σ̄k = E
0
Bk

[

σk
0

]

P-almost surely, where E
0
Bk

designates the expectation with respect to the Palm probability associated to Bk, and E
0
Bk

[

τk0
]

= 1/Λk; [see

3. with Zn := (X(Tn−),X(Tn)) and f(t, z) = 1[0,1)(t)1Fk×F′

k
(z)
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e.g. 1, Equation (1.6.8) and Equation (1.2.27)]. Applying the mean value formula [see 1, Equation (1.3.2)4] we

get π(Fk) = ΛkE
0
Bk

[

σk
0

]

, which completes the proof of the expression for σ̄k. For the other expression, note

by the definition of the sequence σk
n, σ

′k
n and τkn that P-almost surely,

σ̄′

k = E
0
Bk

[

σ′k
0

]

= E
0
Bk

[

τk1 − σk
0

]

=
1

Λk
−

π(Fk)

Λk
=

π(F ′

k)

Λk
,

which completes the proof.

Proposition 3.3: The probability of outage at the arrival epoch for user of class k is equal to

Pk = π {x+ εk ∈ F ′

k} k = 1, . . . , J (1)

P-almost surely.

Proof: By ergodicity we have Pk = P
0
Nk

{X(0) ∈ F ′

k}, where P
0
Nk

designates the Palm probability

associated to Nk (arrival process of the users of class k). By PASTA property the configuration of users

X(0−), just before arrival of the user of class k at time 0, has distribution π. Once the user enters the system,

the users configuration becomes X(0−) + εk, whence the result.

Proposition 3.4: The mean total time in outage of user of class k is P-almost surely equal to

Dk =
1

µk
π {x+ εk ∈ F ′

k} k = 1, . . . , J .

Proof: Again using the ergodicity of {X (t)} we can write

Dk = E
0
Nk

[

∫

[0,Wk
0
)

1F ′

k
(X(t)) dt

]

.

Denote by Y (t) := X(t) − εk1[Tk
0
,Tk

0
+Wk

0
)(t) the process of configurations of users other than the user

number 0 of class k (which arrives at time 0 under E
0
Nk

). By Slivnyak theorem [see e.g. 17, Theorem 1.13]

the distribution of the process {Y (t) : t} under E0
Nk

is the same as this of {X(t) : t} under P. Using the fact

that W k
0 and Y (t) are independent under P0

Nk
with E

0
Nk

[W k
0 ] = 1/µk we obtain

Dk =

∫ ∞

0

E
0
Nk

[

1[0,Wk
0
)(t)1F ′

k
(Y (t) + εk)

]

dt =
1

µk

π {x+ εk ∈ F ′

k)] ,

which completes the proof.

Proposition 3.5: The mean number of outage incidents experienced by user of class k after its arrival is

P-almost surely equal to

Mk =
1

µk

J
∑

j=1

λjπ {x+ εk ∈ Fk,x+ εk + εj ∈ F ′

k} , k = 1, . . . , J . (2)

Proof: Again using the ergodicity of {X (t)} we know that, P-almost surely,

Mk = E
0
Nk

[

∫

(0,Wk
0
)

Bk(dt)

]

.

Using the same arguments as these used in the proof of Proposition 3.4 we obtain

Mk = E
0
Nk

[

B∗

k(0,W
k
0 )

]

=
Λ∗

k

µk

where B∗

k =: {τ∗kn : n} is the point process of exit epochs of X(t) from F∗

k = {x : x+ εk ∈ Fk and Λ∗

k its

intensity. Using Lemma 3.1 with Fk replaced by F∗

k concludes the proof.

4. with Zk (t) = 1Fk
(X (t))
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Note that expressions given in the general results presented in this section, albeit complicated at first glance,

involve only probabilities π{x ∈ ·} of the vector of independent Poisson random variables. Thus, they can be

numerically calculated, in principle, for any choice of feasibility sets Fk. Further analytical evaluation is also

possible for some particular but natural definition of these sets, as will be shown in the next section.

3.2 Multi-Erlang resource constraint and least-effort-served-first service policies

In this section we will assume a multi-Erlang form of the resource constraint and define in this context some

natural class of outage policies, for which our previous general expressions regarding the mean total time in

outage and number of outage incidents can be evaluated quite explicitly on the ground of the Fourier analysis.

In what follows we assume that each user of class k = 1, . . . , J requires some amount ϕk, 0 < ϕk ≤ 1, of the

total service capacity of the server normalized to 1; i.e., the resource constraint has the following multi-Erlang

form
∑

served classes k

xkϕk ≤ 1. (3)

(In Section 4 we will explain under what assumption the above representation of the resource constraint appears

in the context of wireless streaming and how ϕk depend on the requested streaming bit-rates and wireless channel

conditions.)

We present now a parametric family of service polices for which classes with smaller resource demands have

higher service priority. (See Remarks 3.6 and 4.1 fore the details on the pertinence of this assumption.) In this

regard, we assume (without loss of generality) that the resource demands are ordered ϕ1 < ϕ2 < . . . < ϕJ .

Recall also from Section 2.2 that assuming particular sets Fk entirely characterizes the outage policy.

For a given constant δ, (0 ≤ δ ≤ ∞) assume

Fk = Fδ
k =







x = (x1, . . . , xJ) ∈ N̄
J :

k−1
∑

j=1

ϕjxj + ϕk

J
∑

j=k

xj1(ϕj ≤ ϕk(1 + δ)) ≤ 1







. (4)

In what follows we will call the policy corresponding to (4) the least-effort-served-first policy with δ-margin

(LESF(δ) for short).

Remark 3.6: The LESF(0) policy is optimal in the following sense: given constraint (3) and the assumption

that the classes with smaller resource demands have higher priority, this policy allows to serve the maximal

subset of users present in the system. For the same reason any LESF(δ) policy with δ > 0 is clearly sub-

optimal. In order to explain the motivation for considering such policies, one needs to extend the model and

explain what actually happens with classes of users which experience service interruption. In this regard, for

a given configuration of users x = (x1, . . . , xJ) denote by K = Kδ(x) = max{k ∈ {1, . . . , J} : X ∈ Fδ
k}

the least-priority class which is still served by the policy LESF(δ) and by C = C(x) =
∑K

j=1 ϕjxj ≤ 1 the

actual fraction of the server capacity consumed by this task. The remaining server capacity 1−C (which is not

needed to serve users in classes 1, . . . ,K) can be used to offer some “lower quality” service (e.g. streaming

with lower video resolution, etc) to the users in classes K +1, . . . , J which are in outage. Note by (4) that the

remaining server capacity under the policy LESF(δ) is at least

1− C ≥ ϕK

J
∑

j=K+1

xj1(ϕj ≤ ϕK(1 + δ)) .
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Hence, the server accepting the class K as the least-priority class being “fully” served, leaves enough remaining

capacity to be able to make the same effort (allocate service capacity ϕK) for all users in outage in classes

whose service demand exceeds ϕK by no more than δ×100% . These latter users will not have “full” required

service (since they require ϕj > ϕK for the full service) but only some “lower quality” service (see Remark 4.1

for more details). Consequently, one can conclude that policies LESF(δ) with δ > 0, being sub-optimal, ensure

some fairness, in the sense explained above. Clearly the policy LESF(∞) (i.e., with δ = ∞) is the most fair

in this class, in the sense that it reserves enough remaining capacity to offers the “lower quality” service for

all users in outage. Thus, we will call LESF(∞) the LESF fair policy.

In order to evaluate the general expressions developed in Section 3.1 we need to calculate probabilities

π{x ∈ Fk}, π{x ∈ Fk,x+ εj ∈ F ′

k} and π{x+ εk ∈ Fk,x+ εk + εj ∈ F ′

k}. In the case of policies LESF(δ)

the evaluation of the above probabilities boils down to the calculation of the probability distribution functions

F δ
k (t) := P

{

∑k
j=1 X

δ
jϕj ≤ t

}

where Xδ
j = Xj for j = 1, . . . , k− 1 and Xδ

k =
∑J

j=k Xj1(ϕj ≤ ϕk(1 + δ))

with X1, . . . , XJ being independent, Poisson random variables with parameters, ρj , respectively. Indeed, note

for example that π{x ∈ Fk} = F δ
k (1), π{x+ εk ∈ Fk,x+ εk + εj ∈ F ′

k} = F δ
k (1− ϕk)− F δ

k (1− ϕk + ϕj)

and similarly for other probabilities.

Note that for a given k, the random variables Xδ
1 , . . . , X

δ
k are also independent, of Poisson distribution, with

parameters ρδ1, . . . , ρ
δ
k, respectively, where ρδj = ρj for j = 1, . . . , k− 1 and ρδk =

∑J
j=k ρj1(ϕj ≤ ϕk(1+ δ)).

Consequently, the evaluation of F δ
k (t) can be done using is Laplace transform Lδ

k(θ) :=
∫∞

0
e−θsF δ

k (s)ds,

which are explicitly known.

Fact 3.7: We have

Lδ
k(θ) =

1

θ
exp





k
∑

j=1

ρδj
(

e−θϕj − 1
)





Proof: Use [17, Proposition 1.2.2] and a general relation
∫∞

0
e−θsF (s) ds = 1

θ

∫∞

0
e−θsF (ds).

The probabilities F δ
k (·) may be retrieved from Lδ

k(·) using standard techniques. For example [18, with the

algorithm implemented by Hollenbeck [19] in Matlab]. In what folloos we present a more explicit result based

on the Bromwich contour inversion integral. In this regard, denote L
δ

k(θ) = 1/θ−Lδ
k(θ) (which is the Laplace

transform of complementary distribution function 1−F δ
k (t)). Also, denote by R(z) the real part of the complex

number z.

Fact 3.8: We have

F δ
k (t) = 1−

2eat

π

∫ ∞

0

R
(

L
δ

k(a+ iu)
)

cosut du , (5)

where a > 0 is an arbitrary constant.

Proof: See [4].

Remark 3.9: As shown in [4], the integral in (5) can be numerically evaluated using the trapezoidal rule,

with the parameter a allowing control the approximation error. Specifically, for n = 0, 1, . . . define

hn(t) = hn(t; a, k, δ) :=
(−1)nea/2

t
R

(

L
δ

k

(a+ 2nπi

2t

)

)

,

Sn(t) := h0(t)
2 +

∑n
i=1 hi(t), and S(t) = limn→∞ Sn(t). Then

∣

∣F δ
k (t)− (1− S(t))

∣

∣ ≤ e−a. Finally, the
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(alternating) infinite series S(t) can be efficiently approximated using for example the Euler summation rule

S(t) ≈

M
∑

i=0

(

M

i

)

2−MSN+i(t)

with a typical choice N = 15, M = 11.

4 STREAMING IN WIRELESS CELLULAR NETWORKS

In this section we will further specify our model to fit the context of wireless cellular networks.

Our present context is a configuration of users x = (x1, . . . , xJ) wishing to obtain wireless transmission

from a given base station at some predefined bit-rates r = (r1, . . . , rJ), where rk denotes the bit-rate required

by the users of class k.

4.1 Multiple access with orthogonal AWGN channels

Denote by rmax
k the maximal bit-rate of a user of class k, achievable when it is served alone by the base station.

Recall that in multiple-access channels the achievable data rates of a given user depend on data rates selected

by other users. Assume the following rate-region, i.e., of the set of mutually achievable rates.

Orthogonal channels: Assume that rates r are achievable for the configuration x, if xkrk = λkr
max
k for

some non-negative vector (λ1, . . . , λJ), such that
∑J

k=1 λk ≤ 1. It is straightforward to see that the above

assumption is equivalent to the resource constraint in the previously considered multi-Erlang form (3) with

resource demands ϕk = λk/xk = rk/r
max
k .

The above assumption corresponds to the situation, when users neither hamper nor assist each other’s

transmission. They use channels which are perfectly separated in time, frequency or by orthogonal codes,

nevertheless sharing these resources. 5

We make now an assumption on the maximal achievable rates. In order to keep this exposition simple, but

also to be able to consider “real” coding schemes, we will express rmax
k as some fraction of the maximal

theoretical bit-rate achievable in the additive white Gaussion noise (AWGN) single input single output channel;

cf [20, Th .9.1.1].

AWGN SISO-like channels: We assume that the maximal bit-rate of a user of class k, achievable when it is

served alone by the base station is equal to rmax
k = γW log(1+ SNRk), where W is the frequency bandwidth,

SNRk is the signal to noise ratio (to be explained in the next section) of k-class user. Moreover, γ (with

0 < γ ≤ 1) is the coefficient telling how close a given coding scheme approaches the theoretical Shanon’s

bound for AWGN SISO channel (corresponding to γ = 1). 6

Concluding this part of the model, we assume the vector of resource demands to be the vector of order

statistics of

ϕ(rk, SNRk) :=
rk

γW log(1 + SNRk)
, (6)

5. It is the case for current LTE (Long Term Evolution) norm for cellular networks based on OFDMA, as well as for other multiple

access techniques as FDA, TDMA, CDMA assuming perfect in-cell orthogonality, and even HDR neglecting the scheduler gain.

6. It was also shown in [21] how that the performance of AWGN multiple input multiple output (MIMO) channel can be approximated

by taking values of γ ≥ 1. Another possibility to consider MIMO channel is to use the exact capacity formula given in [22].
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where rk and SNRk are, respectively, required bit-rates and SNR’s of different classes of users.7 Remark that

different classes of users correspond to different streaming rate requests rk as well as to different SNR conditions

of users. In other words, even if we assume that all users require the same streaming rate rk = r, we still need

a multi-class model due to (typically) different SNR’s of users in wireless cellular networks, and that in this

case the service priority corresponds to the ordering of SNR’s (inversely with respect to the values of ϕ). We

will complete this line of thought in Section 4.3.

Remark 4.1: Following Remark 3.6 we will specify now a natural model for the best-effort “lower quality”

streaming that can be offered for users in outage in association with a given LESF(δ) policy. Assuming that

ϕk = rk/r
max
k are increasing in k, recall that K = Kδ(x) denotes the largest class-index k such that x ∈ Fδ

k .

For k > K denote

r′k = r
′δ
k (x) = rmax

k

1−
∑K

j=1 xjϕj
∑J

j=K+1 xj1(ϕj ≤ (1 + δ)ϕK)
if ϕk ≤ (1 + δ)ϕK and 0 otherwise. (7)

Note that the rates (r1, . . . , rK , r′K+1, . . . , r
′

J) are achievable for the configuration x of users given orthogonal

channels described above. Assuming that users of class k, when in outage, are given the rate r′k, we denote by

Tk = T δ
k = µkE

0
Nk

[

∫

[0,Wk
0
)

rk1(X(t) ∈ Fδ
k) + r

′δ
k (X(t))1(X(t) 6∈ Fδ

k) dt

]

the mean throughput of user of class k during his service time. It is easy to see, as in the proof of Proposition 3.4,

that Tk = rkπ
{

x+ εk ∈ Fδ
k

}

+ T ′

k, where

T ′

k = E

[

r
′δ
k (X(t) + εk)1((X(t) + εk) 6∈ Fδ

k)
]

(8)

can be interpreted as the part of the throughput obtained by user of class k during its outage time. Recall

from (7) that this throughput is realized by user k when it is in outage, i.e., k > K, but ϕk ≤ (1 + δ)ϕK . In

the case of equal requested rates rk, the latter two conditions are equivalent to

(1 + SINRK)1/(1+δ) − 1 ≤ SINRk ≤ SINRK . (9)

Finally, note that T ′

k is expressed in (8) as an integral with respect to the stationary distribution of the free

arrival process X(t), which is the distribution π of the vector of independent Poisson random variables with

parameters ρk. It can be evaluated easily by Monte Carlo simulation. In Section 5.3 we will study T ′

k for

LESF(δ) policies with different values of δ.

4.2 AWGN broadcast channel

Before taking about SNR in wireless cellular networks (in the next section), let us make in this section a brief

digression on how the assumption of orthogonal channels can be relaxed. From information theory point of

view, the assumption that users neither hamper nor assist each other’s transmission is a suboptimal assumption.

In fact, the theoretically optimal performance is offered by the broadcast channel model. Let us briefly show

how a least-effort-served-first policy could be defined in the case of AWGN broadcast channel. This model

does not lead to the multi-Erlang form of the resource constraint considered in Section 3.1 but can be studied

7. Formally, to have ϕi ordered, we define (ϕ1, . . . , ϕJ ) = O (ϕ(r1, SNR1), . . . , ϕ(rJ , SNRJ )) where O(ξ1, . . . , ξJ ) =

(ξ(1), . . . , ξ(J)) denotes a permutation of (ξ1, . . . , ξJ ) such that ξ1 ≤ . . . ≤ ξJ .
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using our results of Section 3.1 for general feasibility sets Fk. Assume that higher priority for service is given

to the classes with higher values of SNR and that they are ordered such that SNR1 ≥ SNR2 ≥ . . . ≥ SNRJ .

It is known that in the case of AWGN broadcast channel the rates r are (theoretically) achievable for the

configuration x if (and only if) there exists a vector (λ1, . . . , λJ), such that
∑J

k=1 λk ≤ 1 and

xkrk = W log

(

1 +
λk

1/SNRk +
∑k−1

i=1 λi

)

k = 1, . . . , J ;

cf [23, Eq. 6.29]. Note that the above equation can be iteratively solved for the vector (λ1, . . . , λJ) as follows

λ1 := λ1(x1r1, SNR1) and λk := λk(xkrk, SNRk, λ1, . . . , λk−1) for k = 2, . . . , J . Consequently, the k th class

feasibility set Fk of the policy that gives higher priority to classes with higher values of SNR is Fk := {x :
∑k

i=1 λi ≤ 1}. Finding efficient method for the calculation of the corresponding probabilities π(Fk) is left for

further research and the broadcast channel will not be considered in the remaining part of the paper.

4.3 SINR in multicellular network context

Coming back to the line of thought from the end of Section 4.1, we need to characterize the classes of users

by the values (SNR1, . . . , SNRJ) of SNR they experience in a given wireless network. This SNR depends

on the path-loss of the user from the serving (streaming) base station, typically including shadowing, and the

thermal noise power. Moreover, in multicellular network scenario the noise comprises interference from other

base stations, which depends on the path-loss from these other base stations. Thus, in the remaining part of

this paper we will be taking SNR:=SINR (signal to interference and noise ratio) in (6).

In order to choose some representative values of SINR in a given network and to know what fraction of

users experience a given value, we need to know the distribution of the SINR (with respect to the serving

base station) experienced in this network, biased by the spatial repartition of arrivals of streaming calls. It can

be obtained from measurements, simulations or analytics evaluation of an appropriate stochastic model. It is

not our goal in this paper to describe these methods in details or to present stochastic-geometric modeling of

wireless cellular networks. (We will be more specific, however, regarding our choice when presenting numerical

results in Section 5.) Assume simply, that we are given a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SINR

expressed in dB, F (x) := P{10 log10(SINR) ≤ x}, obtained from either of these methods.

Consider a discrete probability mass function

pk := F
(xk+1 + xk

2

)

− F
(xk + xk−1

2

)

k = 1, 2, . . . , J , (10)

with x0 = −∞, xJ+1 = ∞, approximating the given CDF F . We define the class k = 1, . . . , J of users as

all users having the SINR expressed in dB in the interval
(

(xk + xk−1)/2, (xk+1 + xk)/2
]

, and approximate

their SINR by the common value SINRk = 10xk/10. Note that the intensity of arrivals λk of users of class k

is equal to λk = pkλ where λ =
∑J

i=k λk is the total arrival intensity, to be specified together with the CDF

F of the SINR.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS — QUALITY OF STREAMING IN LTE

In this section we will use the analytical approach developed in previous sections to evaluate the quality of

streaming in LTE networks.
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5.1 LTE model and traffic specification

5.1.1 CDF of the SINR

We obtain the CDF F of SINR presented on Figure 1 from the simulation compliant with the 3GPP recom-

mendation in the so-called calibration case, (compare to [24, Figure A.2.2-1(right)]).

More precisely, we consider the geometric pattern of BS placed on the 6×6 hexagonal lattice. In the middle

of each hexagon there are three symmetrically oriented BS antennas , which gives a total of 108 BS antennas.

The distance between the centers of two neighboring hexagons is 500m. Each BS antenna is characterised by

the following horizontal pattern A(φ) = −min(12(φ/θ)2, Am), where φ is the angle in degrees, with θ = 70◦,

Am = 20dB, and uses transmission power P = 60dBm (including omnidirectional gain of 14dBi).

The distance-loss model (corresponding to the frequency carrier 2GHz) is L(r) = 128.1+ 37.6 log10(r)[dB]

where r is the distance in km. A supplementary penetration loss of 20dB is added.

The shadowing is modeled as a centered log-normal random variable of standard deviation 8dB. The noise

power equals −95dBm.

In order to obtain the empirical CDF of the SINR we generate 3600 random user locations uniformly in the

network (100 user locations per hexagon on average). Each user is connected to the antenna with the strongest

received signal (smallest propagation-loss including distance, shadowing and antenna pattern) and the SINR is

calculated. The obtained empirical CDF F of the SINR is shown on Figure 1.

5.1.2 Link characteristics

3GPP shows in [25, §A.2] that there is a 25% gap between the practical coding schemes and the Shannon’s

limit for the AWGN channel. Moreover, some of the transmitted bits are used for signaling, which induces a

supplementary capacity loss of about 30% (see [26, §6.8]). This made us assume γ = 0.5(≈ 0.75(1 − 0.3))

in (6). The system bandwidth is W = 10MHz.

5.1.3 Streaming traffic

We assume that all calls require the same streaming rate rk = 256 kbit/s and have the same streaming (sojourn)

time distribution. We split them into J = 100 user classes characterized by values of the SINR falling into

different intervals regularly approximating the SINR domain from x1 = −10dB to xJ = 17dB as explained in

Section 4.3. In our performance evaluation we will consider two values of the spatially uniform traffic demand:

900 and 600 Erlang/km2. (Results presented in what follows do not depend on the mean streaming time but

only on the traffic demand). Consequently, k th class traffic demand per unit of surface (λk/µk)/km2 is equal

to, respectively, pk × 900 and pk × 600Erlang/km2, where pk are given by (10).

5.2 Performance evaluation

Assuming the LTE and traffic model described above, we consider now streaming policies LESF(δ) defined in

Section 3.2 and further specified in Section 4.1 for wireless scenario. Recall that in doing so, we assume that

users are served by the antenna offering the smallest path-loss, and dispose orthogonal down-link channels,

with the maximal rates rmax
k depending on the value of the SINR (interference comes from non-serving BS)

characterizing class k. Roughly speaking, LESF(δ) policy assigns the total requested streaming rate rk =
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256kbit/s for the maximal possible subset of classes in the order of decreasing SINR, leaving some capacity

margin to offer some “best-effort” streaming rates for (some) users remaining in outage. These streaming rates

r′k given by (7) depend on the current configuration of users and are non-zero for users with SINR within

the interval (1 + SINRK)1/(1+δ) − 1 ≤ SINR ≤ SINRK , where SINRK is the minimal value of SINR for

which users are assigned the total requested streaming rate; cf (9). In particular, LESF(0), called the optimal

policy, leaves no capacity margin for users in outage, while LESF(∞), called the fair one, offers a “best-effort”

streaming rate for all users in outage at the price of assigning the full requested rate 256kbit/s to a smaller

number of classes (higher value of SINRK) 8. In what follows, we use our results of Section 3 to evaluate

performance of these streaming policies in the LTE network model.

5.2.1 Outage time

Figure 2 shows the mean fraction of the requested streaming time spent in outage, µkDk evaluated in Propo-

sition 3.4, in function of the SINR value characterizing class k, for the traffic 900 Erlang/km2 and different

policies LESF(δ). Figure 3 shows the analogous results assuming traffic load of 600 Erlang/km2. The main

observations are as follows:

• All LESF policies exhibit a cut-off behaviour: the fraction of time in outage drops rapidly from 100% to

0% when SINR transgresses some critical values. This cut-off is more strict for the optimal policy.

• For the traffic of 900 Erlang/km2, users with SINR≥ 3dB are practically never in outage, when the optimal

policy is used. The same holds true for users with SINR≥ 13dB, when the fair policy is used.

• When the traffic drops to 600 Erlang/km2, these critical values of SINR decrease by 2dB and 5dB,

respectively, for the optimal and the fair policy. Note that the fair policy is more sensitive to higher traffic

load.

5.2.2 Number of outage incidents

Figure 4 shows the mean number of outage incidents per service time, Mk evaluated in Proposition 3.5, in

function of the SINR value characterizing class k, for the traffic 900 Erlang/km2 and different policies LESF(δ).

Figure 5 shows the analogous results assuming traffic load of 600 Erlang/km2. The main observations are as

follows:

• For all policies, the number of outage incidents (during the service) is non-zero only for users with the

SINR close to the critical values revealed by the analysis of the outage times. Users with SINR below

these values are constantly in outage while users with SINR above them never in outage.

• More fair policies generate slightly more outage incidents. The worst values are 2 to 2.2 interruptions per

service for the optimal policy, depending on the traffic value, and 2.4 to 3 interruptions per service for the

fair policy.

Note that studying outage times and outage incidents there is no apparent reason for considering fair policies.

This motivates our study of the throughput in the following section.

8. The LESF fair policy seems to be adopted in some implementations of the LTE.
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5.3 “Best effort” service, outage and “deep outage”

Figure 6 shows the fraction of time spent by a given user in outage and in “deep outage” in function of the

SINR, assuming traffic 900 Erlang/km2. Recall, outage denotes the situation when the full requested streaming

rate (assumed 256kbit/s in our example) is not offered. By “deep outage” we call the situation when the user

does not receive even the “best effort” service offered to some users in outage by LESF(δ) policies with δ > 0.

More precisely, when his SINR is smaller than (1 + SINRK)1/(1+δ) − 1, where SINRK is the minimal value

of the SINR for which users are assigned the total requested streaming rate by a given policy; cf (9). For

comparison, the fraction of time spend in outage (as on Figure 2, when the requested full service rate is not

offered) is also plotted.

Figure 7 shows also two curves for all policies LESF(δ) assuming traffic 900 Erlang/km2. The upper

ones represent the mean total throughput realized during the service, normalized to its maximal value; i.e.,

Tk/(256kbit/s), in function of the SINR value characterizing class k (cf. Remark 4.1). The fractions of this

throughput realized during outage periods, T ′

k/(256kbit/s), are represented by the lower curves.

Figures 7 and 6 teach us that the role of the LESF(δ) policies with δ > 0 may be two-fold.

• LESF(δ) policies with small values of δ, e.g. δ = 0.5, improve “temporal homogeneity” of service with

respect to the optimal policy, for users having SINR near the critical value. For example, a user having

SINR equal to 1dB is served by the optimal policy during 80% of time with the full requested streaming

rate (cf. Figure 6). However, for the remaining 20% of time it does not receive any service (“deep outage”,

rate 0bits/s). The policy LESF(0.5) offers to such a user 80% of the requested streaming rate during the

whole streaming time (cf. Figure 7), with no “deep outage” periods (cf. Figure 6). The price for this is

that a slightly higher SINR is required to receive the full requested streaming rate (at least 5dB, instead

of 3dB for the optimal policy).

• The fair policy LESF(∞) improves the spatial homogeneity of service. It leaves no user in “deep outage”,

however a much larger SINR= 13dB is required for not to be in outage (cf. Figure 6). Moreover, the

throughput of all users which are in outage but not in “deep outage” with intermediate LESF policies is

reduced, e.g. from 80% to 40% for SINR= 1dB (cf. Figure 7).

6 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a new, stochastic call-service model with service capacity sharing and interruptions. It can be

seen as an extension of the classical Erlang’s loss model, where service denials (losses) are not definitive for a

given call, but only temporal, having a form of outage periods. As in the classical loss model, one can express

its key performance characteristics (as e.g. the number and total duration of the outage periods for a typical

call), in terms of the stationary probabilities of the (free) traffic demand process. We specify and use a multi-

class version of this new model, with a multi-rate Erlang resource constraint, to study the quality of real-time

streaming experienced by users of 3GPP LTE cellular network, in function of their location in the network,

characterized by the values of the SINR they experience. We identify and evaluate some natural parametric

class of outage policies, in which users with larger SINR have higher priority for service, and which allow to

chose arbitrarily between the optimality and fairness in real-time streaming.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution function of the SINR obtained according to 3GPP specification; see

Section 5.1.1.
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Fig. 2. Mean fraction of the requested streaming time in outage, in function of the user SINR for different

policies LESF(δ); traffic 900 Erlang/km2.
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Fig. 3. Fraction of time in outage as on Figure 2 for traffic 600 Erlang/km2.
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Fig. 4. Number of outage incidents during the requested streaming time, in function of the user SINR

for different policies LESF(δ); traffic 900 Erlang/km2.
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Fig. 5. Number of outage incidents as on Figure 4 for traffic 600 Erlang/km2.
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Fig. 6. “Best effort” reduction of outage time. For any policy LESF(δ), with 0 < δ < ∞, the left curve

represents the fraction of time spent in “deep outage”, when the “best effort” service is not offered.

For comparison, the time spend in outage (as on Figure 2, when the requested full service rate is not

offered) is also plotted (the right curve of a given style). The optimal policy (δ = 0) does not offer any

“best effort” service. The fair policy (δ = 0) offers this service for all users in outage.
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time (upper curves) and its fraction obtained when user in outage (lower curves) for different policies

LESF(δ) traffic 900 Erlang/km2.
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